
Sermon on the Mount Bible Study 5  
The Lords Prayer 
Matthew 6:9-15 

Discussion over Dinner 
When we are children our brains are like sponges - it is amazing the stuff that get 
stuck in our brains. What were the things that have gone into your mind and pop out 
at surprising moments? Children's songs, nursery Rhymes, TV adverts, pop songs 
from a particular period. 
Discuss - What are the things that children should hear every day? 

Why does Jesus give us such a short and relatively simple prayer? 
It is simple - Good theology is such that children can paddle in it, and elephants can swim. 
Profound depths yet easily accessible. 
It is extremely memorable. It has a cadence to it - a natural rhythm which is even more 
apparent in the original language. 

These are the things that God wants you to hear (and say) every day. 

“Our Father” 
Who is the ‘Our’ in this line? 
When we pray this prayer we are reminded that we pray it along side the whole church 
across the world. You are not alone. You pray with all the saints, as part of a new family. 
Amazing though that you enter into this constellation of prayer, part of the church 
universal. From the slums of South America to Wall Street, with monks in the Sahara to St 
Paul’s Cathedral. 

What is the significance of calling God Father? 
Rowan williams says “To stand with dignity and freedom in a world like that, we need to 
know that God is Our Father”  

“hallowed be your name.  Your kingdom come. Your will be done, on earth as it 
is in heaven.” 
Martin Luther describes sin as Humanity turned in on itself. How does this 
prayer teach us to think about ourself?  
Life is not about me - it is about God, His reputation not mine, His kingdom not mine.  
Hallowed means Holy or honoured, God is Hallowed by creation. The Heavens proclaim the 
glory of God. It is a was of saying, may creation be as it was intended to be. 

How Gods name is hallowed? - Your kingdom come, your will be done… 
Prayer is not for getting what we want but it is for bending ourselves and our wills towards 
what God wants. 

“Give us this day our daily bread"  
What is the famous Old Testament Story that this alludes to? And what was it 
intended to teach us? 
A reference to manna in the desert - they couldn’t collect enough for tomorrow.  
God will provide. He just won’t provide a trust fund.  
Life is to be lived one day at a time. 
Getting used to living day to day. Joyful actually.  
Live this day as a gift. Yesterday is History, Tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift. Thats 
why they call it the present. 

“And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors.” 
Why do you think that forgiving and being forgiven are so inherently linked? 
Forgiveness works both ways. 
Emphasised in v14 
Bitterness and vengeance scar our humanity, anger and unforgiveness eat us up. 
Note the primacy of forgiveness here. Jesus dies to earn forgiveness. If that is how far he 
would go for reconciliation, what do you need to do? 
It is often the need for forgiveness that brings us to God. And his response is yes, now who 
do you need to forgive. 

“And do not bring us to the time of trial, but rescue us from the evil one. 
Do you think that the phrase ‘Time of trial is more helpful than ‘Temptation? 
And what do you think the time of trial is?  
This is one of the least understood lines. Lead us not into temptation is not very helpful 
because of our obsession with sex. But for Jesus and his followers it was immediate and 
urgent. The time when your faith would be tested. History has been pockmarked by angry, 
often violent persecution of God’s people.  Christians in the Middle East are suffering a time 
of trial right now. 
Be thankful for peace. 
“make it your ambition to lead a quiet life: You should mind your own business and work 
with your hands” 1 Thessalonians 4:11 

What is the warning in the phrase ‘Deliver us from the Evil one? Evil is not an 
abstract, it is not a naive shorthand for complicated social and economic problems. There is 
not a political solution to evil. There is an insidious and corrupting power at work in the 
world that is opposed to God. And in prayers we begin to take our stand against it. But 
remember that it is ultimately God who is our rescuer. To put your trust in God is not simply 
an intellectual thing, it is seeking refuge daily. 

Isn’t there a bit missing at the end of Jesus version of it? Does anyone know 
why? 
The familiar ending is missing. “For thine is the kingdom…” was never part of the text - it is 
an an ancient doxology - a memorised congregational response that has got stuck on the 
prayer in Protestant circles. Catholic Christians don’t add this bit. 

Conclusion. 
Verse 9 Reminds us that we need to learn to pray. 
Not very good at praying? It doesn’t come naturally. Don’t be surprised. Prayer is not our 
natural inclination. The saints learn to pray the hard way. 
Jesus says pray this way - we ought to be persistent in our effort to pray this way. 
Prayer is an act of humility, Our ego fights it. To pray daily is to allow your mind to be 
transformed. 

How should you pray the Lords Prayer? 
 But really it doesn’t matter. Like eating your 5 a day. Doesn’t matter how. 
But it is worth thinking practically about how you can commit to praying it. 
Ask for some suggestions. 
Pray it simply, every day.  
Meditate on it.  
Pray a line each day of the week. 
This prayer goes in deep - it in not just head. It is head and heart. 

Now Pray it.


